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  CLUB MEETINGS - Are held on the fourth Tuesday of  
  the month at the Chamber of Commerce Building, 204 
  Kanuga Road (intersection with Church Street).
  6:30  Social half hour;  7:00 Meeting.

  Next meeting is June 28th.

  CRITIQUE GROUP - meets on the second Tuesday of 
  the month at 1:00 at the Unitarian Universalist Church,   
  2021 Kanuga Road. Next meeting is June 14th.

           Mike Merrill             Find Your Beach                                            
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE - BY KEN WEAVER
                                         
                                       At the May General Meeting I announced that the Land of Waterfalls Camera Club
                                       would be providing judges for our upcoming 2016 Print Competition. We had
                                       requested their help in early April but on June 2, we were informed that they were
                                       unable to help. Word got out about the default and I am pleased to say that we  

                                       secured an incredible panel of photography professionals to judge the June 28th 
                                       event. This is one of our main events of the year and I encourage you all to enter your
                                      prints. Even if you are a beginner in photography, consider entering as an Enthusiast. 
Please review the Print Competition Protocol that is on the website.
                                     

 JUNE MEETING  

The June meeting features our annual Print Competition. Bob Coffey has sent out an email on the Protocol, and 
that information can also be found on the Cub website at: http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/annual-
print-competition-protocol--website-revised-2016-05-20.pdf

The major changes from last year include judging by three persons outside of the Club. Two prints can be 
submitted in either the Enthusiast or Advanced categories. Members will vote on a favorite for the People’s 
Choice Award. Images must be captured and post-processed by the member. 

Bob Coffey’s strong recommendation is that members provide the title(s) of their print(s) by Saturday, June 
25th. This is necessary to avoid a bottleneck in registration on the night of the competition.

JUNE REFRESHMENTS

                                                           Phyllis Procopio and Ken Jordan

                                                      Our thanks to Paula Stankovich and Rob McKelvy 
                                                                 for the May refreshments.

UPCOMING FIELD TRIPS

Field Trip for Thursday June 30th to Tryon International Equestrian Center (TIEC)

                                                                                                         We are fortunate to have Sharon Packer as a
                                                                                                         member of our club. She is an award winning
                                                                                                         equestrian photographer and has been
                                                                                                         named the official photographer for the TIEC.
                                                                                                         You can see some of her work in the gallery
                                                                                                         section on the CCoH web-site at http://
                                                                                                         www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/
                                                                                                         and more on her website at http://
                                                                                                        www.sharonpacker.com/?pageID=29104#. 
                                                                                                         She has invited us to join her on a trip to the 
                                                                                                         TIEC for a day of photography on Thursday,
                                                                                                         June 30. The address is 4066 Pea Ridge Rd.
                                                                                                         Mill Spring, N.C. 28756.

http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/
http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/
http://www.sharonpacker.com/?pageID=29104#
http://www.sharonpacker.com/?pageID=29104#
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Meet at the Cracker Barrel restaurant on Upward Road and I-26 at 8:00 am. Park between the restaurant and 
the Exxon station. We will car pool 3 or 4 members per car and tips are nice for the driver. Travel South on 
I-26 to Hwy 74 East and continue to Pea Ridge Road. Exit to the right and find the TIEC on the right.
When entering the center stay to the right, go behind the main arena and park near Legends, the Tack Shop 
and Rogers Grill.

There is free seating and seats that are in the shade, but water bottles could come in handy. There will be 
breaks in the action that will allow us to visit the barns for some artistic shots of tack, ribbons and other subjects 
of interest. Lunch will be on site at the Legends Grille and Restaurant around 12:30 pm.  There is plenty of 
seating with a menu of soups, sandwiches or salads ranging from $10.00 to $14.00.

There is no set time to return home, so that will depend on your ride or how well you can thumb a ride.   If we 
have a good turn-out there is another event we can attend on July 13th.

At our June 28th club meeting Sharon will offer some tips on lens selection, shutter speeds, aperture settings 
and monopods versus tripods. Tripods may not be allowed and there are some restricted areas and safety 
issues she will address.

Please RSVP to Mike Merrill at mandgmerrill@att.net or (828) 684-9436 so we will have a headcount of who 
to expect.

Sharon has provided this preview of the action:

mailto:mandgmerrill@att.net
tel:%28828%29%20684-9436
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July 19th Field Trip

                                                                                 
                                                                                 Let’s go off like fireworks on this one; a multi-stop outing 
                                                                                 consisting of a sunrise, a waterfall, a coffee break, an 
                                                                                 Indian village and another waterfall.

                                                                                 Early birds (“Sunrise” group) meet at 5:15 am on the 
                                                                                 south side of the Bi - Lo parking lot at the intersection of 
                                                                                 Highway 280 and 64, 41 Forest Gate Drive, Pisgah 
                                                                                 Forest. We will ride through Pisgah National Forest to 
                                                                                 the Blue Ridge Parkway. At the stop sign turn, left and 
                                                                                 go to Pounding Mill Overlook (Milepost 413.2). Sunrise 
                                                                                 will be at 6:00 am. We can stop next to the road so we 
                                                                                 should have time to get set-up. There will be a full moon 
                                                                                 that morning. 

                                                                                 After we shoot the sunrise we can continue to Highway 
                                                                                215 and turn west to the Falls at the West Fork of the 
                                                                                Pigeon River. It is right next to the road and the light 
                                                                                should be good this time of day. We should be through 
McDonalds at 825 Russ Avenue, Waynesville        about 7:30/7:45 and then continue into Waynesville on 
                                                                                Highway 215/276 through town on to Russ Avenue to 
McDonalds at 825 Russ Avenue, Waynesville. We should arrive around 8:30 am.

Not-so-early birds, meet in the parking lot at the Lowe's (“with a view”) on Airport Road at 7:30 am. Park 
on the southwest corner facing Best Buy and organize into carpools of 3 to 4 per car. Remember to tip the 
driver to defray the cost of gas. Take I-26 West to Exit 27, which is Highway 74, toward Silva to the 
Waynesville Exit, 102 B. Join the “Sunrise" group at McDonalds at 825 Russ Avenue, Waynesville for 
coffee. We should all meet around 8:30 am.

Everyone leaves together from McDonalds and continues southwest on Highway 23 towards Silva/
Cherokee. Take the Cherokee exit and continue to the Oconaluftee Indian Village at 218 Drama Road, 
Cherokee. This is a reenactment of a living village with native dress and craft demonstrations. The 
entrance fee is $18.00 a person with no discounts for groups. The actors will accept tips; however, I have 
made it clear that we are a camera club, planning to take a lot of photographs. As such, we do not intend to 
tip every time we close a shutter and they have agreed. We can shoot until early afternoon, say about 1:00 
pm, and then leave for lunch.

Sassy Sunflowers Bakery & Cafe is a 4 1/2 star restaurant as rated by Trip Advisor. It is located at 1655 
Acquoni Road, Cherokee, (828) 497-2539. After lunch we can return on Highway 441 through Maggie 
Valley. At the top of Soco Mountain where the BRP crosses over is Soco Falls that has a good view rating. 
It is 35 feet high and only a few hundred feet from the road. After shooting the falls we return via I-40 /I-26 
to Airport Road. I will take anyone to the Bi-Lo in Pisgah Forest to pick-up their car.
Anyone and everyone can join at any point of this trip.

Please RSVP to Mike Merrill at mandgmerrill@att.net or (828) 684-9436 so we will have a headcount of 
who to expect.

RECAP OF THE LAKE LURE/CHIMNEY ROCK OUTING BY BOB COFFEY

At our last field trip on May 26, we had a very nice turnout to roam around Lake Lure Marina, the Flowering 
Bridge and then Chimney Rock. Having been postponed the prior week due to rain, we enjoyed beautiful 
weather…until we were caught in a sudden down pour after climbing Chimney Rock (499 steps) and beyond. 
Despite being drenched, everyone took it all with a great sense of humor.

mailto:mandgmerrill@att.net
tel:%28828%29%20684-9436
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                                                                                More people stayed together in small groups, instead of
                                                                                wandering off on their own, and that made it much more
                                                                                sociable. We all had a lot of laughs, especially during the 
                                                                                “chimp” sessions as they reviewed their images together, 
                                                                                and that helped make this outing one of the best we've had.
                                                                                Incidentally, seven of the eleven attendees were gals. I recall
                                                                                on a previous field trip, someone asked if she would be the
                                                                                only woman on the trip?  Well, not this time for sure, so the 
                                                                                word must be spreading that these outings are not just guy
                                                                                things.
 
The Three Drowned Mice - Margie Decker,           We are all looking forward to seeing our images in John 
Dennis Guffey, and Rob McKelvy                          Ayre’s slide show and we thank him for all the time and effort
                                                                               he expends creating his shows after each field trip. Being 
able to pull them up on the website is a wonderful feature that Webmaster, Ken Weaver, introduced last year 
and we thank Ken him for doing so.
 
PS  As we left, we asked for rain checks at the gate and they most graciously obliged, to our surprise.

Paula Stankovich and Ken Weaver                Pat Freeman                                    Ilona Taunton

               Mike Merrill                                      Margie Decker                             Dennis Guffey and Rob McKelvy

PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE MONTH - 	WARD SEGUIN

                                      Like a lot of people, I have had one kind of camera or another forever. Five decades               
ago,                               ago I purchased a light meter and an East German Exakta, a full manual SLR. This                                
SL                                  was my only camera until I purchased my first digital camera, a Canon s1-IS                                           
a                                    S1-IS superzoom in 2005.  When the S1-IS died last year, I purchased the Canon                                        
the                                 Sx-50, also a superzoom.

                                      Since acquiring the Sx-50, I have become more serious about my photography. I took 
a                                    a basic photography class at the Pisgah Center for Wildlife Education and started

 watching You Tube  
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 watching You Tube photography tutorials, using the program and manual features features of the camera, and 
tweaking my pictures with software. These “bridge” cameras have allowed me to be an opportunist photographer, 
and take macro or zoom pictures as situations present themselves. I am learning the limitations of a superzoom 
camera when it comes to aperture, speed, and ISO settings, but it’s fun overcoming some of the limitations. I 
joined the Camera Club of Hendersonville to continue learning and to share some of the photos I take.

                Bee at the Cradle of Forrestry                                                    Grasshopper on my deck

                   

              Butterflies at my house

                   Elk at Cataloochee Valley                            Davidson River Trout
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                     Cradle of Forestry                                                 Walnut Grove Plantation, Spartenburg

                           Biltmore Orchid                                                              Biltmore Lilly

      White Squirrel                   Swallow at Pisgah Center for Wildlife Education                 Eagle 
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 MEMBERS’ FORUM - BY BOB BENEDICT

																																																			The Forum will run as an occasional feature. Its purpose is to encourage       
members                               members to submit and to sound off on questions of interest to the Club. If you  
have                                      have a photographic question let’s take advantage of the collective knowledge of      
our                                         our members. Please send your questions or responses to questions to    
rXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    rcbenedict36@gmail.com    

To start the conversation, the summer months are often the time of additional travel. If one purpose of that 
travel is to shoot more than snapshots, do you take along a tripod? If so, what brand and model do you take? 
In travel where the weight of baggage can add up quickly and airlines are quick to charge for excess baggage, 
do you take a standard tripod, which for a model like the Manfrotto 055CXPRO3 can weigh 6.5 pounds? Do 
you use a travel tripod? If so, what model did you choose and why? In addition to lighter weight what other 
features were you looking for? If you usually do not take a tripod what tricks/techniques do you use to steady 
the camera? 

                                                My choice for a travel tripod is the MeFoto GlobeTrotter Carbon Fiber Travel 
                                                Tripod. The price is $399 at B&H Photo. 

                                                 A first question is whether to choose carbon fiber or aluminum construction. I 
                                                 felt that the sturdiness of carbon fiber was worth the extra cost.

                                                 As to name brand MeFoto is hardly a household name, and a tripod that 
                                                comes in five finishes (red, green, blue, black and titanium) might be a turnoff to 
                                                a serious photographer. However Benro is MeFoto’s parent company, and that 
                                                led to a serious look.                                                

                                                The tripod’s statistics, as verified by several reviews, fall in the midrange of 
travel tripods, but this can be viewed as well balanced rather than just average. Its weight of 3.7 pounds puts 
it in the midrange of carbon fiber lighter weight tripods. For example on the high end a Benro FTA28CV1 
Travel Angel Tripod with Ballhead weighs 4 pounds, while a Manfrotto BeFree Carbon Fiber Tripod with 
Ballhead weighs only 2 pounds 7ounces. The MeFoto’s packed length of 16.5 inches will easily fit into most 
bags. The legs extend to 64 inches and that requires some bending for taller photographers. The average 
carrying capacity of travel tripods is about 22 pounds. Here the MeFoto does standout. At 26.5 pounds it can 
stand up to all but the heaviest DSLR setup.

One negative of the tripod is the rubber feet that must be removed and spiked feet (not provided) screwed on. 
For the price the rubber tips should have screw out spikes as well. The screw out spikes are  $14 at B&H 
Photo.

While tripod statistics are one part of the story, performance in the field is another. On that issue I’m 
withholding a final judgment of the MeFoto field performance. A trip to the wetlands of Brazil this July should 
provide an answer to that question.

MY BIGGEST PHOTOGRAPHIC GOOF CHALLENGE BY BOB COFFEY

The Fish That Got Away

In 1990 I took my family to Hawaii for vacation, touring Maui, Kauai and Oahu. I took advantage of swimming 
in the beautifully clear waters and went snorkeling. I was entranced by the magnificent array of exotic tropical 
fish that abounded everywhere. It was like jumping into an aquarium with countless brightly colored fish 
swimming all around me. Perhaps they were just as curious about me as I was about them. They were so 
close, yet they were always just beyond my grasp, no matter how fast my finned feet would propel me. I 
desperately wanted to photograph them! 

mailto:rcbenedict36@gmail.com
mailto:rcbenedict36@gmail.com
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After my first snorkeling outing one afternoon on Kauai I returned to the pool outside our hotel and dropped 
my snorkel gear alongside as I took a fresh water dip. A nice looking young man spotted me with my gear 
and asked if I would be interested in taking SCUBA lessons for a moderate fee. It would start with acclimation 
training and testing in the hotel pool followed by a live dive in the ocean the next morning. I inquired about 
being able to photograph and was assured that could be arranged using a special underwater housing for my 
camera. I was hooked immediately. After a couple of hours spent training a small group of us in the pool we 
were briefed on what to expect early the next morning. I could hardly wait!

The next morning about a dozen of us lined up on the beach and strapped on weight belts, SCUBA tanks, 
flippers, masks and depth meters. The instructor told us that we would be going down 25 feet and explained 
how to adjust our ballast so that we could remain at that depth. We had enough air to last about 45 minutes, 
but we would only be down for about 15 to 20 minutes. There would be one instructor per three students and 
they would be monitoring us closely the entire dive. That sounded good. I was handed my camera and in we 
went!

I had some difficulty getting my ballast adjusted properly. At first I kept drifting upward and had to keep 
swimming down to stay there. After an adjustment, the reverse occurred such that I had to keep fighting my 
way up to stay at the desired level.  Finally, I was stabilized and started shooting. Yea! 

The camera did not cooperate as I was trying to capture the beauty all around me. Something just wasn’t 
right and I was worried about getting the great shots that I saw in the viewfinder. An instructor swam up, 
checked my air tank level and started pointing upward with both hands. I wasn’t ready to leave and still had 
plenty of time left since we had only been down a short time, far less than 45 minutes. Besides, I had not 
taken all the shots that I wanted. What was the big deal? He grabbed me and pulled me up to the surface, by 
which time I was sucking on the mouth piece and gasping for air.  As I learned later, all the ballast adjustment 
had used up my air far faster than normal.  

The rest of the day, I was totally exhausted and went back to bed. It gradually sunk in just how close I had 
come to drowning and that was a really frightening realization. To add insult to injury, when the camera was 
removed from the housing, it was determined that the film had jammed so I had not captured a single shot.  
Bummer!

Since then, in relating my experience to experienced divers, their faces blanched as I described the “training” 
that we had received, saying that a deep water dive should have been preceded by many hours of rigorous 
training, practice and testing. They were astonished that such recruitment practice and minimal training was 
permitted by the hotel management.

Moral of the story: As stressed by Steve Gottleib in his series, “The Five Dumbest Things I've Ever Done", don’t let 
yourself get so obsessed with taking a photograph that you ignore safety and throw caution to the wind. I was 
initially very upset about not getting the photograph until it finally sunk in to me that I had nearly died trying.
  

ILLUSTRATED PHOTOGRAPHIC DICTIONARY

                                                                                   

                                                                                         Leaf Shutter – Also known as a diaphragm shutter, it 
                                                                                         uses overlapping “leaves” of metal, which open and 
                                                                                         close to allow light to reach the image sensor or film. 
                                                                                         It’s usually located between lens elements, and is 
                                                                                         commonly found on medium and large-format 
                                                                                         cameras.
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                                                                                    Lensbaby – Is a selective focus lens with a flexible 
                                                                                    bellow tube section used for creating special effects. It 
                                                                                    allows the photographer to keep part of the image in 
                                                                                    focus while the rest becomes increasingly blurred. The 
                                                                                    point of focus can be moved by pushing or pulling the 
                                                                                    lens.

                                                                                    

                                                                                                     Light Field Camera – Also known as a  
                                                                                                     plenoptic camera, this devise uses microlens-
                                                                                                     array technology consisting of 200,000 
                                                                                                     hexagonal lenses to record images in a 
                                                                                                     completely different way than conventional 
                                                                                                     cameras. The Light Field Camera (LFC) 
                                                                                                     captures information about where the light is 
                                                                                                     traveling. This information can be turned into 
                                                                                                     a picture, or more precisely a series of 
                                                                                                     pictures with different focus points. This 
                                                                                                     allows images to be refocused after they have 
                                                                                                     been shot. This comes at the expense of 
                                                                                                     image resolution. The first LFC was 
                                                                                                     introduced by Litro in 2011, while the most 
                                                                                                     recent Lytro Illum costs around $380.

TEST YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE

                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                      
                                       This fast exercise contains only three questions.

1. In exact terms what is ambient light when it comes to photography?
a. Soft, moody, relaxing light – the term is derived from ambient music
b. Directional light used to fill in shadows in harsh sunlight
c. Natural or man made light (like light bulbs) without any modification
d. The way shadow and light fall on a subject’s face

2. If parts of an image are blown out, what is the problem this describes?
a. Where a flash or speedlight has overexposed the foreground
b. Excessive noise – pixel detail has been totally blown out
c. Poor exposure has lost all detail in black and shadow areas
d. Where highlights go off the right side of the histogram, burning out detail in the white areas
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3. On most cameras what is the flash sync set at?
a. About 1/200thof a second, but flashguns allow one to adjust
b. About 1/1000th of a second by default to keep everything sharp
c. About 1/100th of a second, as flash helps to keep things sharp anyway
d. Flash sync can’t be set – it changes according to available light

Answers on p. 12

BOOK REVIEW BY BOB BENEDICT

                                       Scott Kelby, How Do I Do That in Lightroom?: The Quickest Way To Do Things You
                                       Want to Do, Right Now!

                                       Rocky Nook, 2015. ISBN-13:  978-1937538934. $29.95. 4.5 out of five stars on
                                       Amazon (104 reviews).

                                       If there is a photography book author more prolific than Scott Kelby one would be hard
                                       pressed to name that author. His latest book is How Do I Do That in Lightroom? (with a
                                       lengthy subtitle of The Quickest Way To Do Things You Want to Do, Right Now!)

                                       The book promo proclaims: “There will be a lot of times when you need to get
                                       something done in Lightroom, but you have no idea where Adobe hid that feature, or
                                       what the “secret handshake” is to do that thing you need now so you can get back to
                                       working on your images. That’s why this book was created: to get you to the
                                       technique, the shortcut, or exactly the right setting, right now.”

Each of the chapters, from the beginning “How to Get Your Images into Lightroom” to the final “Other Stuff 
You’ll Want to Know” devotes one page to a specific question such as (How to) “Fix the Brush When It Isn’t 
Working”. Kelby also refers to the book as a ‘desk reference”.

This book is a great help when an answer is needed to the specific question “what button to click”. Some may 
find that one page is not sufficient to answer a question. Further, as Bob Coffey’s Lightroom presentation has 
shown, where the book is likely problematic is when multiple techniques are needed to achieve a specific 
result. In this case exercises on downloaded files is a better way to learn. Kelby’s previous book, The Adobe 
Photoshop Lightroom CC Book for Digital Photographers (written for another publisher and previously reviewed 
in the newsletter) is the best choice.

LEGAL STUFF - THE FINE PRINT
Contents of this site are © 2016 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, NC or its members except where noted. All image 
copyrights are held by the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of
this newsletter without the explicit written permission of the copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided on the
Camera Club of Hendersonville Website and/or newsletter pages are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed 
as as an endorsement by the Camera Club of Hendersonville of the content or views of the linked materials. The  
information contained is for general information purposes only. The information is provided by the Camera Club of 
Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct, we 
make no representations or warranties of any kind.
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LAST, BUT HOPEFULLY NOT LEAST

                                                                                                
                                                               Bob Coffey sent this along. Try to  
                                                                     determine what this photo represents 
                                                                     before looking at the answer below.

Answers to “Test Your Photographic Knowledge”:  1. C;  2. D;  3. A. 

Answer to “Last, But Hopefully Not Least”: Whole Milk
                                                                                                


